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ID#       Exam 2   PS 325, Fall 2009 
 
As always, the Skidmore Honor Code is in effect. At the end of the exam, I’ll have you write and 
sign something to attest to that fact. The exam should contain no surprises, in that it’s just like 
the first exam (and old second exams). Thanks for the contributions you made to the class 
throughout the semester. I really enjoyed myself. Have a pleasant and relaxing winter break.  
          Peace! 
 
 
Essay 1. [20 pts] Most owls are nocturnal predators who are better able to localize sounds in the environment than 
humans. Other animals (e.g., bats, dolphins) localize both sounds in the environment and sounds they emit 
(echolocation). Describe the research on these fascinating animals, including the mechanisms responsible, and the 
adaptation of their prey. 
 
Essay 2. [20 pts] Describe the timing and the place theories of pitch perception and include supporting and negative 
evidence for both theories. 
 

 
 
1. Use the figure above to answer the following questions. (Curves are labeled with numbers, and respondents are 

labeled with letters.) [3 pts] 
Which curve indicates the greatest sensitivity?   
Which curve would be obtained from a complete overlapping of the Noise and Signal + noise distributions?  
Which respondent appears to be guessing?  
 
2. An important conclusion from Weber’s law is that 
 a.  the just noticeable difference is always a constant. 
 b. when we start with an intense stimulus, we must make a large change in that stimulus in order for  
  a change to be noticed. 
 c. Weber’s fraction is the same for all sensory systems. 
 d. a one-to-one correspondence exists between physical stimuli and psychological reactions. 
 
3. Your textbook showed a figure with one probability distribution representing “Noise” and one representing 

“Signal + noise.”  In this kind of figure, a very sensitive observer would be represented by  
 a. two completely overlapping probability distributions. 
 b. a criterion line at the extreme right of the figure. 
 c. two probability distributions that overlap very little. 
 d. a criterion line at the extreme left of the figure. 
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4. In signal detection theory, one factor that influences sensitivity (d’) is  
 a.  how much the observer is paid for the task. 
 b. how much the observer is paid for correct responses. 
 c. the likelihood that the signal is being presented. 
 d.  the intensity of the stimulus. 
 

 
 
5. Use the figure above to label the parts of the inner ear shown below [4 pts]:  

Anatomical Part Letter Label Anatomical Part Letter Label 
Outer Hair Cells  Inner Hair Cells  
Reissner’s Membrane  Cochlear Duct  
Vestibular Canal  Tectorial Membrane  
Basilar Membrane  Tympanic Canal  
 
6. Suppose that you are told that you will be participating in a magnitude estimation study of loudness. It is likely 

that you will be asked to  
 a.  listen to a series of sounds decreasing in loudness and indicate when you no longer hear the  
  sounds. 
 b. say “I detect it” or “I do not detect it” for sounds that are either present or absent. 
 c. adjust a sound until its estimated magnitude is substantially larger than that of a standard loudness. 
 d. assign a number to indicate how loud a stimulus appears to be. 
 
7. If you were to remove all the harmonics from a complex tone,  
  a. you would be left with a pure tone. 
 b. you would be left with a complex tone. 
 c. you would create the illusion of the missing fundamental.   
 d. you would hear no sound at all. 
 
8. What happens when we combine two tones that are very similar in frequency (e.g., 100 and 103 Hz)? 
 a. We hear beats or an unpleasant roughness, depending upon the difference in frequency of the two  
  notes. 
 b. We hear a note that is halfway between the two notes. 
 c. We hear two distinctly different notes. 
 d. We hear a note that is equivalent to the sum of the frequencies of the two component notes. 
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9. Which structure is thought to be crucial in sound localization?  
 a. the superior olivary nucleus 
 b. the eardrum 
 c. the lateral geniculate nucleus 
 d. Area 17 of the cerebral cortex 
 
10. A person with a high sensitivity and a high criterion in a signal detection study  
 a. will be less likely to have a high false alarm than a person with a high sensitivity and a low  
  criterion. 
 b. will be more likely to have a high false alarm than a person with a high sensitivity and a low  
  criterion. 
 c. will make more hits than a person with a high sensitivity and a low criterion. 
 d. will make more false alarms than a person with low sensitivity and a low criterion. 
 

 
11. Based on the Fletcher-Munson curves above, circle the tone of the pairs below that would be louder (2 pts): 
 

Pair 1 100 Hz @ 50 dB 5000 Hz @ 50 dB 
Pair 2 60 Hz @ 90 dB 30 Hz @ 90 dB 

 
 
12. Describe at least two examples in which context plays an important role in the processing of auditory stimuli. [4 
pts] 
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13. In comparing speech to music, the first formant (f1) would be the rough equivalent of      
and the other formants (f2, f3, etc.) would be rough equivalents of      . 
 
14. The two phonemes /b/ and /p/ differ from each other in  
 a.  place of articulation. 
 b.  manner of articulation. 
 c.  dynamics. 
 d.  voicing. 
 
15. In the octave illusion, a listener hears    
 a. high tones in one ear and low tones in the other ear. 
 b. high tones transposed an octave higher. 
 c. low tones transposed an octave lower. 
 d. two tones one octave apart, even though only a single tone was presented. 
 
16. The tritone paradox results from   
 a. misperception of tone heights. 
 b. misperception of tone chroma. 
 c. misperception of the figure-ground relationship. 
 d. transposition. 
 
17. Suppose that you play a series of tones on the piano, and all of them are A’s.  
 These tones all have the same   
 a. pitch. 
 b. tone chroma. 
 c. tone height. 
 d. timbre. 
 
18. Which of the following tone combinations would sound most dissonant? 
 a. C5 and C8 
 b. G3 and G4 
 c. 440 Hz and 880 Hz 
 d. 392 Hz and 415 Hz 
 
19. The McGurk effect is significant in that it illustrates that 
 a. we use both auditory and visual information in perceiving speech sounds. 
 b. listeners fill in missing auditory information by using context. 
 c. speech sounds are more accurately perceived within a phrase than in isolation. 
 d. we are better able to perceive speech when we know the topic of the speech. 
 
20. With optimal performance, humans can hear frequencies that range from 
 a. 1000 Hz to 5000 Hz 
 b. 300.5 Hz to 5015 Hz 
 c. 20 Hz to 20,000 Hz 
 d. 27.5 Hz to 4186 Hz 
 
21. Loud, low-frequency tones are likely to damage the stereocilia near the __________________ and the 

range of the damage is __________________.  
 a. helicotrema; narrow 
 b. helicotrema; wide 
 c. stapes; narrow 
 d. stapes; wide 
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22. Time differences are most helpful for localizing __________________ .  Intensity differences are most 
helpful for localizing __________________.  

 a. low-frequency sounds; low-frequency sounds 
 b. low-frequency sounds; high-frequency sounds 
 c. high-frequency sounds; low-frequency sounds 
 d. high-frequency sounds; high-frequency sounds 
 
23. If a complex tone comprised of 400 Hz, 600 Hz, 800 Hz, and 1000 Hz was played, what frequency would 

listeners report hearing? 
 a. no sound would be heard 
 b. 200 Hz 
 c. 400 Hz 
 d. 1000 Hz 
 
24. Localization studies that are conducted using headphones (where the sounds appear to be coming from the 

right and left inside the head) are called 
 a. binaural studies. 
 b. monaural studies. 
 c. internal studies. 
 d. lateralization studies. 
 
25. Kyle performs a detection task in which he is asked to determine whether or not the letter T appears on a 

checkered screen.  The table below shows the possible outcomes based on his response and whether the 
letter was actually present or absent. 

 
 T was present in stimulus T was absent in stimulus 
“I saw a T” A C 
“I didn’t see a T” B D 

 
 Which cell represents a false alarm? 
 a. A 
 b. B 
 c. C 
 d. D 
 
26. Which of the patients below most likely has presbycusis?  
 a. George, who has difficulty hearing his grandchildren playing at his 70th birthday party. 
 b. Kyle, a young child who experiences severe pain in his left ear. 
 c. Ryan, who has had difficulty hearing ever since his bad fall while waterskiing. 
 d. Cameron, who reports a slight but constant ringing in his ears. 
 
27. In the last lab, you experienced the phonemic restoration effect. Briefly describe the effect and then tell me why 
the effect is important for our understanding of speech (and sound in general). [4 pts] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
28. If you had to guess the person who first investigated any perceptual phenomenon, who would you guess? 


